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Falcons end three game
losing streak by beating
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HIGH 67 LOW 52

Studying abroad
enHghtens students
Students can visit
fair to find out about
studying abroad

MYTH BUSTERS ABOUT
STUDYING ABROAD
MYTH: Studying abroad is more
expensive than going to college
at BGSU
TRUTH: Some programs can
be less expensive! And if it is
a BGSU program, most of your
scholarship money transfers
to you the study abroad tuition
and fees.

By Stephanie Guigou
REPORTER

She fumbled for words.
like many students who
have studied abroad, lonelle
Green, senior, struggled to
describe her experience of traveling to 10 different countries
with the Semester at Sea program last year.
"I think I learned more in my
100 days at sea than all my college years combined,'' Green
said.
Because of positive experiences likeGreen's,theEducation
Abroad staff is encouraging students to learn more about the
benefits of traveling abroad by
hosting the Education Abroad
Fair today from 11 a.m. to 2 pm.
in 201 Union.
Representatives from BGSU
and other universities' programs will be answering students' questions about financial aid, college credits, internships, student teaching, work
and volunteering abroad.
"It's a great way to just come
and check it out," Nicole Myers,
Education Abroad interim
director said. "Even if you've
only thought you might want
to do it, you should come and
get answers to your questions."
like Green, senior Brad
Kogutdescribedhissophomore
Spring semester in Australia as
"amazing."
His favorite experience was
sky-diving over glaciers and
mountains in New Zealand.
"I dont even ride roller coasters, and I went sky diving," he
said. "I stepped out of my comfort zone mentally and loved it.
I'd do it again in a heart beat and
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MYTH: You should study abroad
later in your college career.
TRUTH: It's easier to take general education classes in another
country than more advanced
ones for your major.
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Decode rules of the hall

Residence halls not as clear-cut as outside world is
By Kristen Bryson
REPORTER

When the laws of the "outside
world" arc discussed, they are
usually clear-cut and straight-forward, but the rules within your
residence hall are not always
upfront.
As a resident in a hall, you
are agreeing to the rules of the
Community living Standard as
well as the resident advisor's individual expectations.
While the Community living
Standards can be accessed in

MYTH: I won't get credit for
going, and it will extend my
graduation!
TRUTH: If it's a BGSU program,
you will get BGSU credit. If it is
a program through another university, you must be accepted
to the other University and
then work the credit transfers
between the two universities.

the student handbook, RAs are
responsible for making the floor
expectations clear.
"Whenever I have my first
floor meeting I set my expectations of the floor and fill them in
on the rules — even diough they
are expected to know the student
handbook — so it's clear from the
beginning," said Tyler Martin, an
RA in Harshman-Dunbar.
Dr. Nick Hennessy, associate director of Residence Life for
Educational Initiatives, said the
RAs did a good job of explaining

"here's what my role is and here's
what you can expect" at the meetings.
Other than the RAs expectations, it is important to understand
what exactly you have agreed to
by living in the residence halls.
According to the Community
living Standards any |ierson living in a residence hall is entitled
to a specific range of needs and
experiences which include:
•The right to privacy

• The protection of personal
and public property
• Respect for the needs and values of each individual
• Freedom from discrimination
and harassment on die basis of
race, color, creed, religion, national origin, gender, age. (Usability or
sexual orientation.
Any person who breaches these
rights is in violation of the contract
the)' signed on move-in day.
"We haw this exchange ... you

• An atmosphere conducive to
study

RIGHTS. PAGE 2

SINGING WITH SOUL

MYTH: You have to know
another language to go to
another country
TRUTH: If you are not comfortable speaking another language,
you can always go to Englishspeaking countries like England,
Australia, and New Zealand.
There are also programs in other
countries where the classes are
taught in English.

recommend it to anyone."
Besides the many opportunities to have fun, studying
abroad can be an investment in
the funue because students are
Colleen Redmond BGNews
ABROAD. PAGE 2

SINGING THEIR HEARTS OUT: Kingdom M Empowermment is a weekly bible workshop held in the Union. Their aim is for all people
to expand the kingdom of God. Landon McCarroll (far right) moved his audience through his inspirational words.

Plagiarism: whose fault?

BGExperience uses
values to guide students

Yours Is Mine: Plagiarism in
the Information Society," panelists discussed the growing
use of plagiarism by students,
and why it is a problem not just
for students, but for the entire
By Candice Jones
University.
REP0H1EB
"I think it has to do with a
"College students are expect- whole new culture that we live
ed to produce original ideas," in now," Nelson-Beene said.
Director of General Studies
Due to the explosion of availWriting Donna Nelson-Beene able technology, students have
said.
considerably more access to
A panel of four speakers met published information.
last night in Olscamp todiscuss
Information can easily be
plagiarism for an audience of copied and pasted directly
university students and faculty. into student assignments with
In a discussion titled "What's a few clicks of a mouse.

Program wants to give
students everyday
standards to live by

Panel talks about how
outside elements aid
in plagiarism

And it is not just words that
are being copied.
The panel pointed out that
with today's multi-media culture, pictures, videos, and
music are also vulnerable to
plagiarism.
"It's not just writings that are
being plagiarized, it's other
sources too," Nelson-Beene
said.
Panelists described why this
spread of plagiarism is such
a problem. Speaker and Dean
of The College of Arts and
Sciences Donald Nieman said
that if student work is plagiarized there is no way for profes-

sors to see what their capabilities are.
Grades are meant to evaluate a student's work and no one
else's, he said.
"When you plagiarize it is
impossible for instructors to
evaluate the work you did," he
said.
-Deception through plagiarism can also lead to other
issues. When students earn
credit on work that is not their
own, the value of the credit is
invalid, Nieman said.
"As an institution, we need
PLAGIARISM. PAGE 2

Religion big part of nominee's life
Miers' religious views
become focal point in
nomination process
By Deb Riechmann
I HE tSSOCUIEO PRESS

WASHINGTON — The White
House tried yesterday to
patch a growing fissure in the
Republican Party over Supreme
Court nominee Harriet Miers
by pointing to her conserva-

tive religious beliefs. "Part of
Harriet Miers' life is her religion," President Bush said.
Bush defended his nomination, saying Miers was highly
qualified, a trailblazer in the
law in Texas and someone who
would strictly interpret the
Constitution — something his
conservative supporters want
evidence to support. He said
his advisers' comments about
Miers' churchgoing were meant

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

™™

to give people a better understanding of his little-known
nominee.
"People are i nterested to know
why I picked Harriet Miers,"
he said. They want to know
Harriet Miers' background.
They want to know as much as
they possibly can before they
form opinions. Part of Harriet
Miers' life is her religion."
That comment further
inflamed critics of the nomina-

tion who contend Miers' religion is being used to sell the
nominee to the right flank of
Bush's conservative base. They
argue that the president is
asking them to trust him and
blindly support his nomination even though Miers has no
judicial record that would offer
insight intotiow she would vote
on the high court.
MIERS, PAGE 5

By Cassandra Shotar
• t f 0 MB

With diversity at every corner
of the University and value and
ethical decisions always looming over students' heads, college can be a daunting four year
experience.
The BGExperience
program can create
the vessel that will
carry students through
questions of values and
ethics for the next four
years of their life and
beyond.
Dr. George Agich, a
bioethicist and past
professor of medicine
at the Cleveland Clinic Lerner
College of Medicine, is the new
director of the BGX program
and he spoke to faculty, staff,
and students yesterday afternoon at Olscamp about the
importance of the program and
what he has to offer.
"We want people and students to recognize that there
are diverse types of values and
ethics," Agich said. "That |studentsl can come away with a
much greater comfort in discussing values and ethics."

Doi> Nieman, dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences,
believes Agich has a lot to offer
the BGX program.
"He's been trained as a philosopher, he's spent his career
talking about ethics with nonphilosophers," Nieman said.
"He's been talking to doctors,
medical students, patients,
hospitals, and family members
of patients about very difficult
ethical issues and decisions
that they were in the
process of making."
Nieman
thinks
Agich's background
adds insight to the
goals of the program.
"We want to help
students to make
thoughtful decisions
concerning the different kinds of moral and
ethical issues that they
confront every day." Nieman
said. "The real difficult decisions, you don't make by reading it in a text book."
One of Agich's goals is to provide first-year students with a
wider variety of class choices.
"We want there to be some
vast courses," he said, adding
that another goal is to get students to learn to live with other
people who don't share their
beliefs/These are life skills," he
VALUES,PAGE 2
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Study abroad
test draws
students' gaze

Truth will save your grades Neighbors' naughty
noise not protected

ABROAD, FROM PAGE 1

to be able to vouch for the work
that is done for credit," he said.
Credibility is an issue that
transcends just student grades.
Panelists discussed the effects
that plagiarism has on the
University. Panelist and BG
News Editor-in-Chief Bob Moser
described the broader consequences of plagiarism.
"The more we let students
plagiarize, the more they are
discrediting BGSU degrees," he
said.
While the panel condemned
plagiarism they did not necessarily condemn students, at least
not those with good intentions.
"I don't think that students
always set out to commit academic dishonesty," NelsonBeene said.
Students may not have a clear
understanding of citations and
the proper way to incorporate

exposed (o new ideas for fulure
careers.
Students can specialize in
classes ili.it aren't ottered al HI .SI I.
Myers said, such as learning about
mix", in Australia or doing marine
biologv experiments in Costa

Rica
kogut. a s|xirts management
major, plans to return to Australia
after graduation to work for a
rugby team.
I le said bis experience opened
his rye-. ic> thai (importunity and
made it more feasible than he ever
Imagined
Whether or no) the experience
leads to a job, Green said students
will learn about themselves and
become more independent.
Students who have studied
abroad recently will be at the
Education Abroad lair today.

PLAGIARISM, FROM PAGE 1

source information.
cy on academic honesty. When
Or students may become the policy is upheld it is very
tempted to cut and paste in the effective, Neiman said.
earty hours of the morning with
"I think the current policy
a deadline approaching.
provides for due process and is
Sometimes plaaimed at justice," he
giarism is the result
said.
of sloppy editing or "I think the
But when the
carelessness.
policy is violated
current
But the panel
there can be serious
policy
explained
the
consequences, as
advantages
of provides for the panel pointed
avoiding plagiarism.
out. Students can
Properly
citing due process
be penalized with a
sources can benefit and is aimed failing grade on the
the writer accorda failing
at justice." assignment,
ing to speaker and
grade in the class or
Associate Professor
even expulsion from
DONALD NIEMAN
of
Journalism
the University.
Melissa Spirek.
Sydney Jones, a
"Sharing who shaped your freshman who attended the disideas can help your credibility," cussion believes plagiarism still
she said.
exists.
And abiding by academic
"I think it happens more than
honesty policies will also keep people realize, people just don't
students out of trouble. The always get caught," she said.
University upholds a strict poli-

New director is from Cleveland Clinic
VALUES, FROM PAGE 1

said.
An example of one exercise
done m class by HGX peer facilitator In lit- Thihault, is having
first year students read a book
with a running theme of values
and then discssing the values

mentioned.
"We discuss what values were
expressed in the book, why

they're important or not important," Thibault said. "We use
them to see how we can make
our lives as university students
better and more fulfilling."
Both Nieman and Agich
think students'university experiences are sprinkled with value
and ethical decisions daily and
these values are imperative to
the identity of each person.
"Values tell us who we are,"

Agich said. "They define our
orientation in both our lives
and our discipline."
The BGX program, started in
2002, has influenced many students, includingKurtSchroeder,
freshman.
"It has kept us in touch with
our values," Schroeder said. "It
kinda reminded me of what
mattered."
Schroeder's lessons were

recently put to the test.
"I went to a party the other
day and there was alcohol there
and the temptation to drink but
I thought back to some of my
morals and ethics," he said. "1
ended up not drinking."
Agich emphasized the significance of values in society
and life.
"life matters and life is all
about values," he said.

MI.XICAN

Now Open Late Nite!
Qdoba Mexican Grill is now open 'til 2> a.m.
on Fridatj & Saturday Nights
Don't forget to bring in your BGSU or other college id and
receive a free drink with the purchase of any entree during
the month of October.
419.S5i.7200

129 S. Main St., Downtown Bowling Green

the formal disciplinary procedures and hearings are
give up a few of your rights explained in this meeting as
when in a campus commu- well.
It's not until after the meetnity, but hopefully in the
long run other rights are pre- ing that the hall director
served for your benefit," said makes the decision about the
disciplinary action to follow.
Hennessy.
It is important for students
So, in exchange for playing
loud music at any time of day to remember that the RAs are
or night, you are promised the only there to document. The
right to live in a place where meeting is the time and place
for a student to explain their
you can study comfortably.
It is important to remember case.
Yes, st udents have the choice
that city laws and University
rules are a separate system, to refuse an RA's requests. As
explained Rodney Fleming, Hennessyexplained, "students
managingattorneyforStudent have choices with behavior at
any point in time" but there
Legal Services.
Yes, you do have freedom of are more choices than rights.
A student's rights are not
speech, but when that freedom
infringes on the expectations unlimited. Some rights are
laid out in the Community curtailed and subordinate to
Living Standards, you arc in University policy.
Therefore, this refusal to
violation of a contract.
A violation can lead to doc- follow an RA's request could
umentation from your RA or lead to more legal trouble for
the student.
hall director.
The RAs are told to contact
The procedure that RAs and
hall directors are trained to University police if any stufollow is important to under- dent is being uncooperative.
"The bottom line is, we
stand.
First, the RA documents don't expect our RAs to be
police officers,"
and reports the
said Hennessy.
violation.
'It
wouldn't
The Office of
Forminor infracbe
a
fair
Residence Life,
tions, such as a
the RAs and hall
quiet-hour violasystem if directors
all expect
tion or a fire hazthe
people
that the student
ard, most RAs give
will cooperate.
a verbal warning
involved
It's an exchange
first. "If it'sa popucouldn't
for living on camlar problem, I hold
a floor meeting and
explain the pus, explained
tell them it's their
situation." Hennessy.
Some incidents
final warning.After
will skip over the
that' final warning
NICK HENNESSY
halldirector. These
they will be docuinclude repeated
mented and. the
lull directorl will handle it," violations or incidents involving drug use.
explained Martin.
Those violations go straight
The RAs are only responsible for documenting the to University police or the stuincident. The incident report dent life disciplinary commitis then handed over to the hall tee.
"It's not just a violation of
director.
"We do this data collec- University policy, but of state
tion," said Claire Wetterau, law." said Hennessy of alcohall director of llarshman- hol violations in the residence
Chapman-Dunbar. hall.
Since every incident issituaEyewitnesses are contacted as
well as the police, if they were tional. it is important that stucalled. Then the "violators" dents address any questions
arc notified to schedule a one- to hall directors and RAs. The
on-one meeting with the hall staff is trained to answer and
director.
help with questions regarding
This is an informal meet- policy.
ing in which the student can
The hall director and resimake a statement and ask dent advisors are hired to
questions.
make the living communities
"It's more of a reflective con- on campus more enjoyable
versation,'' said Wetterau.
overall. Questions regarding
If the student or students policy or specific incidents
feel they were wrongly treated should be directed to these
by the RA, the meeting pro- people.
vides them the opportunity to
The Community Living
present their case.
Standards are carefully
"It wouldn't be a fair system explained in the student
if the people involved couldn't handbook as well.
explain the situation," said
"As much as we give up we
Hennessy.
get back by being in a comWetterau explained that munity," said Wetterau.
RIGHTS, FROM PAGE 1

Let the

Good Timeso^ll

with your favorite ■«"••
Falcon Family members!

You don't want to miss

Falcon Family Weekend
October 21-23
Friday, October M

Family Movie: Madagascar. 7pm, 206 Bowen-Thompson Student
Union Theater
Karaoke in the Nest, 8pm-npm, Falcon's Nest, Bowen-Thompson
Student Union
Family Movie: Charlie & the Chocolate Farinry, n^np Q»A BowenThompson Student Union Theater
Saturday, October 22:

World Student Association International Fair, nam-3pm, 1st
Floor, Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Falcon Football vs. Western Michigan University, 4pm, Doyt Perry Stadium. Free for students, Si6/$20 for parents/guests. Go to www.
bgsufalcons.com to order your tickets online or call l-877-BGSUTICKET.
Family Weekend Climbing Adventure, 4-8pm, Student Recreation
Center.
Family Movie: Madagascar, 7pm, 206 Bowen-Thompson Student
Union Theater
Family Weekend Bingo: All in the Family!, 8-opm, 228 BowenThomspon Student Union Multipurpose Room
Family Movie: Charlie & the Chocolate Factory 9:30pm BowenThompson Student Union Theater
Falcon Family Weekend B!G Show: John Hcffron, 9:30pm Lenhart
Grand Ballroom, 202 Bowen-Thompson Student Union. Tickets on sale
now at the Bowen-Thompson Student Union Information Desk or at
www.bgsu.musictoday.org. ONLY $10!
Sunday, October 23,2005:
Family Weekend Brunch, nam-ipm, Lenhart Grand Ballroom, 202
Bowen-Thompson Student Union. Cost: $16.95 for adults, $8.50 for
youth (12 and younger.) Reservations will be taken until 10/19/05 and
can be made by calling Campus Involvement at (419) 372-2343.
11 full rtsti

mi ' umih, 11,,;.,
■
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BALL STATE IS THE LEADER OF THE WIRELESS

CAMPUS

MUNCIE, Ind—Ball State University is the nation's "Most
Unwired Campus,1' according to an Intel Corp. survey
released Tuesday on wireless Internet access at colleges
and universities across the country. The survey included
more than 900 schools and it showed that the country is
rapidly approaching wireless in all colleges.

get a life
^^■^^

hltp-7/evcnls.bgsaedu/

9 a.m.
Art Gallery Exhibit: "Architecture:
Design Studios. Selected Works"
Union Gallery
10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Kappa Delta Recruitment
Union Lobby
10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Peter Gourfain Exhibition
Gourtain's stylized black and
white woodcut and linoleum
prints portray the human condition and make vivid comments
on social justice in America. His
works have been exhibited in solo
shows at the Brooklyn and Elvehem
Museums, and in exhibitions at the
Guggenheim Museum, Museum of
Modern Art and the Jewish Museum
in New York, among others. This
exhibition is free and open to the
public, and is made possible with
support from the Ohio Arts Council.
For more information contact:
Jacqueline S. Nathan, Gallery
Director, jnathan@bgsu.edu
Willard Wankelman Gallery

10 a.m. -6 p.m.
Premiere Party Performance Ticket
Sales, Sponsored by For Your
Intertainment
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Education Abroad Fair
Explore BGSU's many study abroad
opportunities. Exhibitors will present information on international
internship, work, volunteer, and
study options. Freebies and Giveaways!
Union 201
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
POW/MIA Bracelet Sale
Air Force ROTC will be selling the
bracelets to benetit Katrina relief
efforts.
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Student Union Programs Info,
Sponsored by Student Union
Programming
Union Lobby

10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Homecoming Events Promotion,
Sponsored by Phi Beta Sigma
Union Lobby
10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Love Auction Ticket Sales.
Sponsored by Delta Sigma Theta
Union Lobby
10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Hug-O-Gram, Fundraiser sponsored
by Gospel Choir
Union Lobby

11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Recruitment
Union Lobby
11 a.m 3 p in
Who's Your Crush? Sponsored by
Sigma Lambda Beta
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Dodgeball Info Table, Sponsored
by the American Marketing Assoc.
Union Lobby

11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
NAACP Membership Promotion
Union Lobby
2 - 4 p.m.
Ball Ticket Sales, Sponsored by
Alpha Kappa Alpha
Union Lobby
2 - 6 p.m.
Katrina Relief Movie Fundraiser
Kohl Hall/ Residence Life will be
selling tickets for movies at the
Cla-zel to benefit Katrina victims
Union Lobby
5 - 6:30 p.m.
When Someone You Care About is
Depressed
A program tor people who have a
family member, partner or close
friend who is depressed.
For more information contact:
Counseling Center
320 Saddlemire Student Services
7:30 - 9:30 p.m.
Dive Deeper with Creed on Campus
Dive Deeper as you Learn, Love,
and Live Your Catholic Faith! Creed
on Campus is a student organization dedicated to strengthening the
faith and Catholic identity in BGSU
students.
Union 315
8 p.m.
BGSU Brass Ensembles
The Trumpet Ensemble, Horn
Choir, Trombone Choir and Tuba/
Euphonium Ensemble present a
concert of works for brass. Free
and open to the public.
HobackerHall

Life of 'Chronicles'
author researched
Wardrobe," the story is about be available for libraries and
four children from loudon Lewis scholars.
Edwards may keep publish
who evacuate to a house in the
ing books, bin he has no plans
country during World War II.
Edwards has high hopes for for any of bis books to be made
"The Chronicles of Narnia" at Into movies.
"it is probably everyone's
Ihe box office.
By Nick Carrabine
REPOIIIER
"I think it will be successful dream to write something that
Bruce Lee Edwards, acting dean and can be just as big as lord would be turned into a movie,"
of continuing and extended of the Rings' at the box office," Edwards said. "However, my
education, has been very busy Edwards said. "The book sells own interest is to understand
around three million copies a the creative process behind the
latch'.
success of others.
Not only has Edwards pub- year."
Edwards colleagues notice
Edwards became interested
lished two new books, but he
1
has abo been researching the in I fiwis work because he w n Me how busy he has been,
Connie Molnar, who works
life and work of famous 20th about fantasy and science ficcentury audior C.S. Lewis since tion, and also did literary criti- in continuing and extended
education, enjoys working with
cism.
lie was an undergrad.
"I le had three different iden- Edward,
In fact, Edwards is consid"Dr. Edwards brings leaderered an international expert on tities," Edwards said. "I started
reading his work and I just kept ship, vision and enthusiasm to
C.S. U'wis.
CEE," Molnar said. "He is one
Lewis' book, "The Chronicles on reading."
Edwards has conducted sum- of the hardest working people I
of Narnia: The Lion, the Witch
and the Wardrobe," has been mer workshops and teaches have ever met and his passion
made into a movie and will be online classes about Lewis, lie and enthusiasm for the job are
has even visited his home in contagious."
in theaters Dec. 9.
As usual, Edwards will be )iisi
Edwards worked with repre- Oxford, England and held semias busy in upcoming weeks
sentatives from Disney on the nars in U'wis' living room.
Edwards himself has also I le will be in Chicago this week
movie.
"I was asked to be available for published seven books; four to attend the premiere of "The
interviews and explain the pop- of them have been about C.S. Chronicles of Narnia." and then
he will be traveling to bookstores
ularity of the movie," Edwards Lewis,
His two new books are for Ixiok signings.
said. "I talked to Lewis' stepson
Edwards will continue to
who was the head script con- titled "Not-A Tame Lion" and
sultant and I wanted to make "Further Up and Further In." research, write and talk about
sure that the script didn't have Hotli helps readers try to under- I.ewis, whatever he can do to
too many new developments. I stand the work of Lewis and keep his legacy alive
"I cwis is a remarkable writer,
wanted the movie to stay faith- his writing, especially "The
bis legacy continues to grow -Li
Chronicles of Narnia."
ful to the book."
Edwards is currently under years after his death," Edwards
For those who aren't familiar
with "The Chronicles of Narnia: contract to edit a four-volume said. "And that is an attribute to
The Lion, the Witch and the reference set on Lewis that will the quality ol his work."

Bruce Edwards is an
international expert
of author C.S. Lewis

The Look,.. The Diffet*ence...The OIK

Kappa Delta Sorority
Make It Yours!

Recruitment Registration
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Wednesday Oct. 12
10am - 3pm
Thursday
Oct.13
2pm - 6pm
Friday
Oct. 14
10am - 3pm

Colonization Weekend
Jan. 20-22

Contact Person
KDcdcAndrea@kappadelta.org

Visit
www.kappadelta.org

DAY

FIGHT THE
FLU!
^jti^H^^P' Get your Flu Shot at
njjl V\ the Student Health Service
AT THIS TIME ONLY HIGH RISK

STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF
People at high risk for influenza include asthmatics,
diabetics, immunosuppressed, and over 65.

BEGINNING WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12 TO OCTOBER 24
Injections given: Mon., Tue., Wed., Thur. 8 am - 7 pm
Friday 9:20 am - 4 pm
COST: $15
Payable ONLY by cash, check, credit card, or bursar

MUST HAVE YOUR STUDENT IB
Phone: (419) 372-2271 to make an APPOINTMENTfor your flu shot.

SATURDAY

OCT.

15'

...fetch flowers today
for your sweetheart
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www.bgnews.com/opinion

QDOTEI>NQIT(ITC

OPINION

"We would not be trying to control and
intimidate the news media. We would not
be routinely torturing people. We would be
a different country."
Former We President Al Gore on what the US. would be like if he were President

STAFF EDITORIAL

Balance rights and responsibilities
As college students living in
dorms, finally away from parents, we expect to be treated
like adults.
And, being an adult means having the right to whatever you want
whenever you want, right?
In reality, being an adult is really
more about responsibilities than
limitless "rights."
Living in dorms and sharing
space with all our fellow fledgling
"adults" puts each of us in a position of responsibility.
We all have a responsibility to

YOU DECIDE
Do you think the dorm rules on
campus are fair? Send an email to thenews@bgnews.com
and tell us what you think, or
post feedback on our Web site

make the dorm community an
environment that everyone can
be comfortable and productive in.
It is not really about memorizing
every single rule in the Community
living Standard handbook. Your

"rules" can really be boiled down to
just some common sense respect
between roommates, hall mates
and RAs.
RAs have the unfortunate
middle-man role of being a fellow
classmate and hopefully friend,
but with the added responsibility of enforcing the standards put
forth by Residence Life.
Know that RAs do have the
authority to report to University
officials as well as to the University
police. They may be fellow students, but if you chose to ignore

All should have right to die
STAFF
EDITORIAL

U-Wtre Columnist
TnePitlNcm
University of Piltsbwtfi
In Oregon, terminally ill
patients with only a short
amount of time left to live
can choose to die with dignity.
The legality of this choice is
now being determined within
the chambers of the Supreme
Court. Chief Justice Roberts has
come out as a vocal supporter
of the federal right to prohibit
physician-assisted suicide, and
Justice O'Connor may retire
before a decision is reached,
so the outcome of Gonzales v.
Oregon is uncertain.
Oregon's assisted suicide law
— which states that doctors may
prescribe lethal doses of morphine, barbiturates and other
painkillers — does not break
any federal laws. The majority
of Oregon's citizens value their
state-given right to die; they have
had a law to thus effect since 1997.
The Court has a res|x>nsibility to

consider the wishes of the communities affected by its decisions;
Oregon, as a community, wishes
to keep its law.
Even though it has been nearly
a decade, only 208 people have
qualified for the prescriptions
— clearly doctors have not been
running around handing out
barbiturates to anyone who
desires them.
Roberts is raising concerns
about potential loopholes in die
laws ili.it could pave die way for
interstate steroid abuse, among
other things. While the government certainly has a vested
interest in preventing citizens
from abusing dangerous or
illegal drugs, die medications in
question do not fall under that
category.
The case has been presented in a roundabout fashion.
Arguments are based on whether
individual states or the federal
government has the right to control medical prescriptions, rather
than on whether or not patients
in very specific circumstances
should have access to In I ml
doses of legal drugs.
Just as proponents of introducing intelligent design into
the classroom tiptoe around
the religious implications of this

supposedly scientific theory,
opponents of Oregon's law are
not acknowledging the fact that
suicide is so controversial largely
because so many religions frown
upon it.
Upholding Oregon's law will
not create the interstate steroid
trade that Roberts fears anymore
than it will spawn a group of
pill-happy doctors pressuring
patients to end their lives.
Doctors morally opposed to
suicide will not have to prescribe
morphine if they do not feel
comfortable doing so. Patients
who wish to use all available
means to prolong their lives will
not be pressured to voluntarily
swallow or inject anything—no
one is being forced into suicide.
This law does not impose any
sort of undue moral burden on
anyone: it simply provides an
alternative to messy home suicides or weeks of pain to those
who want it.
As Americans, we all lay claim
to a great number of possessions — our own lives, though,
are the most valuable. It is not
the job of the Supreme Court to
strip us of the right to take our
lives — or our deaths — into
our own hands.

rules their reports can lead to serious consequences.
Most RAs are just doing their job
when they report violations, but
RAs are not infallible. Students
have the right to explain themselves or to take the problem to the
hall director.
If you feel that your dorm
environment is disrespectful or
dangerous, you always have the
right to voice these concerns and
have those problems addressed.
Disrespectful behavior is not just
a part of dorm life that you have

U-Wire Columnist
The Daily Cougar
University of Houston
Most Americans just
don't care about
that sort of politics,"
President George \V. Bush said
Tuesday, standing outside the
skeleton frame of a house under
construction by Habitat for
Humanity in Mississippi.
He was referring to a statement Sen. Mary Undrieu, D-La.,
made about the amount of
money the Republican-dominated US. Congress agreed
to send to the Gulf Coast. She
criticized them for holding her
constituents responsible for the
reconstruction of waterways that
benefit the nation. She said it
was unfair that the people of the
Gulf Coast, already burdened by
bankruptcy, were asked to pay
for the reconstruction following
Hurricane Katrina. especially
since the same "conservative"
Congress liberally funds reconstruction in Iraq.
It's a rare occasion, but
the president was right.

Unfortunately, most Americans
don't care about this sort of politics.
Most Americans took it for
granted that the government
could handle problems like
floods and reconstruction, which
is why volunteers from groups
like Habitat for Humanity are
taking time away from their
families and jobs to subsidize our
government's failure to respond
to a crisis quickly.
This sort of politics — the boring kind; the kind that deals with
how cities prepare for evacuations, how food stamps are fairly
distributed, how efficient license
renewals are—this is exactly the
kind of politics that effects how
smooth emergencies and everyday life are in this country.
These mundane services and
bureaucracies should be what
Americans are most concerned
with during elections.
Instead, the media spends
months asking politicians for
their opinions on abortion, gay
rights and issues that resonate
emotionally with voters.
I'm not saying that social
issues aren't important; they are.
But they are not the only issues.
Usually, they aren't even pressing.
For example, when Bush leaves
office in 2008, there will be as
many homosexuals in this coun-
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try as there were eight years ago.
The issue of gay marriage was
heavily covered during the last
presidential election, but why?
No one is dying as a result of civil
unions in the states that allow
them. The same is not one in
Louisiana, where thousands of
lives were lost because of a lack
of political responsibility.
The media doesn't cover social
issues because it wants to see our
government replete with demagogues, idealists or fundamentalists It focuses on the irrational
because controversy racks up ratings faster than deliberation on
policy and appointments This is
a folly we cannot afford.
Our deficit is real, and so is
Iraq. The Gulf Coast can't be
cleaned up and protected by
volunteers forever. Thousands
have lost their lives because
thousands of others didn't care
enough to make sure the wrong
decision wasn't made.
The media can't fulfill its
responsibility to pressure politicians to show us their rational
capabilities if we aren't watching,
listening and reading about the
issues. How can we be fair judges
if we don't know the case?
Life may be hectic and full
of other responsibilities, but if
this is the result of apathy, it just
might be easier to care.

everything, they are there to help.
nights and responsibilities are a
balancing act. Rut of becoming an
adult is learning to recognize how
these two interact.
Your responsibility is to follow
the rules, but if you feel these rules
are truly infringing, as a responsible adult, you have the right to
address these concerns.
You can contact the Office
of Residence Life, or if necessary, Student Legal Services, for
issues involving your rights in
the dorms.

Misuse of language
PEOPLE
ON THE STREET
devalues self worth
What is your most
overused phrase?

JESSICA TEMPLE
SOPHOMORE, EDUCATION
"Heckyes!"

LAUREN RIZZO
SENIOR, EDUCATION
"Sha-Zaaam!"

'Boring" politics shape the nation
LYNN
MEYER

to put up with.
Your emotional and mental
health is affected by your environment and right now the majority
of your environment is probably
shaped by domi life.
RAs and hall directors are hired
by the University to protect this
environment, so you should not
feel uncomfortable taking any
concerns to them.
Remember, they are not your
baby-sitter or your mom who are
there to make sure your roommate plays nice or includes you in

IGOR NEMIR0VSKY
FRESHMAN, BUSINESS
"Gimme a hug!"

PRESTON
HERNANDEZ
SOPHOMORE, VCT
"mat's hot!"

I before E, except after C...
unless said as "ay" as In
neighbor or weigh.
The English language is filled
with an extensive array of rules
dictating correct spelling and
grammar; however, in many
cases, for every rule there is an
exception.
Even the "I before E" rule
comes with its own exception
attached. And, this exception
doesn't even cover words such
as "weird" that seem to follow no
rule at all.
English is known for being one
of the most difficult languages to
learn. Not only do those who are
learning English as a second language have difficulty mastering
the vernacular, but numerous
Americans struggle as welL
But today's language quandary
does not end with misspelled
and mispronounced words or
grammar mistakes. Now, society
has introduced slang terms that
often complicate the dilemma
In recent years, the words
"bootylicious," "bling-bling,"
"home" and "phat" have all been
added to the dictionary.
The introduction of these
fad words devalues the English
language in some ways. Now, I
admit that 1 also use slang terms.
but what message are we sending as a society by considering
some of these informal terms as
actual, acceptable words?
We are guilty of devaluing the
English language when we fail to
recognize its importance.
One way we do this is by reassigning our own connotations to
words and using them in a way
that was not originally intended.
For example, I get really annoyed
when people misuse words such
as "gay" and "retarded."
I'm not overly concerned with
the fact that people are failing to
use politically correct terms, but
rather often times, these words
just aren't used property. Frankly,
when such words arent used literally, it just sounds ignorant.
Take the following dialog for
example:
"Hey. Do you want to go to the
Cavs game with me?"
"No way man. Basketball is
gay"
"It is not1 You're retarded."
Just because you disagree
with someone does not mean
that person is "gay" or "retarded."
These words, and others like
them, are thrown around jokingly, but the misuse and abuse of
such terms is really no laughing
matter. It just shows how apathetic society has become, and it
should not be tolerated.
Wfe also shouldn't tolerate

TAYLOR
COPELAND
Opinion Columnist
self-degradation. When people
use negative terms to refer to
themselves in positive ways it's
demeaning and just encourages
others to put us down.
Like the character Ms. Norbury
says in the film "Mean Girls,"
"You've got to stop calling yourselves sluts and whores. It just
makes it okay for guys to call you
sluts and whores."
It all goes back to a lack of concern, which is unacceptable.
In the world today, communication is power. In many cases
if you have money and a pretty
face you can get far in life, but
not if you fail to effectively communicate with others.
Money can buy many material
items, but it cannot buy relationships with people. Money
can even buy good looks, but I
guarantee that regardless of how
beautiful people may appear
to be, they will not succeed in
life if every time they open their
mouths all they say is, "Dun..."
Communication is the most
powerful tool that everyone possesses Everyone can communicate regardless of race, religion,
political affiliation, gender, economic status, or any other factor.
And everyone's words have the
ability to cause change.
Communication is not limited
to only words Sign language
can be just as effective in getting
one's point across. Intact, in
the past, people communicated
using guttural noises, drums, pictures and even smoke.
So it is easy to see that the ability to speak one's mind is indeed
powerful. And with this incredible power comes an equally great
responsibility to use It correctly.
Therefore, it is very important that we are cautious when
choosing each and every word
that we say. We can easily lift
people to new heights or knock
them to the ground with a
simple flick of the tongue, so we
must harness our speech. My
hope is that you will understand
how powerful your words are
and will truly mean what you say.
After all, as Mark Twain said,
"The difference between the right
word and almost the right word,
is the difference between lightning and a lightning bug." And
that has no exceptions
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CLOSER TO PASSING IRAQI CONSTITUTION
BAGHDAD, Iraq — Parliament approved a set
of last-minute amendments to Iraq's draft
constitution yesterday, sealing a compromise
aimed at gaining Sunni support in this weekend's
crucial referendum, the parliament speaker said.
The deal increases the chances of it passing.

WORLD

Bombers strike, kill 30
Army center in Tal
Afar was targeted in
yesterday's attacks
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By Thomas Wagner.
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BAGHDAD, Iraq — A suicide
bomber killed 30 Iraqis at an
army recruiting center yesterday
and lawmakers rushed back to
Baghdad for a special session of
parliament to vote on a last-minute compromise to gain Sunni
support on the draft constitution.
The lawmakers were summoned after Shiite, Sunni Arab
and Kurdish powerbrokers
reached the breakthrough on
the charter, reviving hopes of
winning Sunni approval of the
document in Saturday's nationwide referendum.
The suicide attacker set off
explosives hidden beneath his
clothing at the first of two checkpoints outside the recruiting
center in Tal Afar, where men
were gathering to apply for jobs,
said army Capt. Raad Ahmed
and town police chief Brig.
Najim Abdullah. They said at
least 30 people were killed and
35 wounded.
The small town was struck
Tuesday by another suicide
bomber who killed 30 civilians and wounded 45 when he
plowed his explosives-packed
vehicle into a crowded outdoor
market. Al-Qaida in Iraq claimed
responsibility for that attack.
In August, U.S. and Iraqi forces conducted a major offensive
in Tal Afar, 93 miles east of the
Syrian border, claiming to have
killed 200 insurgents and driven
many others out.
In other violence yesterday,
three suicide car bombs, two
roadside blasts and two drive-by
shootings killed three Iraqis and
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PAKISTAN — Rescue efforts gave
way to aid relief, as hopes faded
yesterday of finding more survivors in Pakistan's devastated
quake zone.
Still, miracles emerged amid
the misery: A Russian team rescued a 5-year-old girl trapped
for nearly 100 hours under the
rubble of her family home.
Trucks and helicopters with
aid from dozens of countries
choked roads up to the crumbling towns of the Himalayan
region of Kashmir, but the hungry
and homeless in hard-hit areas
remained isolated four days after
the temblor.
"No country is ready for such
a disaster," said President Gen.
Pervez Musharraf in a nationally
televised address, acknowledging
delays in government response
but said relief operations were
now fully under way.
The 7.6-magnitude quake
Saturday demolished towns,
mostly In Kashmir, divided by a
cease-fire line between Indian
and Pakistani territories. The
death toll was believed to be
more than 35,000, with tens of
thousands injured.
A strong aftershock shook the
capital Islamabad early yesterday, causing buildings to move
for a few seconds.
U.S., Pakistani, German and
Afghan helicopters delivered
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TRAGEY STRIKES AGAIN: An Iraq man, whose name was not available, sits next to his wounded brother,
Jafar Habib, in a hospital in Mosul Iraq. Habib was injured in a suicide bombing in Talk Afar yesterday.

wounded 28 in Baghdad and the
northwestern city of Baqouba,
police said.
Two U.S. soldiers were killed
and one was injured when their
vehicle rolled overwhileon patrol
during combat near Balad, 50
miles north of Baghdad, the military said. The deaths brought
to 1,962 the number of U.S. service members killed since the
beginning of the war in 2003.
according to an Associated Press
count.
An explosion set by insurgents
also shut down an oil pipeline
from the northern city of Kirkuk
to refineries in Beiji, an official
said. The pipeline is open only
intermittently because of incessant sabotage.
In Baghdad, Saad Naif alHardan, Iraq's minister of
provincial affairs, escaped an
apparentassassinationattempt
when a convoy of cars prepar-

Devistated quake
zone receives relief
Aid rushed to Pakistan
from dozens of
countries, Rice arrives

Jr

tents, blankets and medical
equipment and brought back
dozens of badly injured people
on each return flight.
"The problem vvc are seeing
right now is that there's so many
injured Pakistanis, we just can't
take back everyone. We are limited for space," U.S. military
spokesman CoL lames Yonts
said at a base near Islamabad.
At a landing zone in
Muzaffarabad, the capital of
Pakistan's portion of Kashmir,
doctors selected the most
severely injured for evacuation.
U.S. Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice arrived in
Islamabad, where Pakistani
leaders appealed for tents,
water, blankets and clearing
equipment.
"We will be with you in your
hour of need. We will be with
you not just today but also
tomorrow," Rice said at a news
conference with Prime Minister
Shaukat Aziz.
Aziz said small aircraft were
able to land at the airport in
Muzaffarabad, but C-130 transport planes were only able to
airdrop equipment and supplies.
The United Nations estimated some 4 million people were
affected, including 2 million
who lost homes, and warned
that measles, cholera and other
diseases could break out. Some
50,000 Pakistani troops joined
the relief effort
Washington pledged $50 million in relief aid to Pakistan, a
key ally in its fight against terror.
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ing to pick him up at his office
was hil by a suicide car bomb
that wounded five bodyguards
and five bystanders, police said.
The bodies of eight Iraqis
who apparently.had been kidnapped were found yesterday in
Baghdad and Iskandariyah, 30
miles south of the capital, police
said.
Those a nd other attacks raised
the death toll In the last 17 days to
431 in the militants' campaign to
I hwart Saturday's constitutional
referendum, even as President
lalal Talabani and other politicians praised the last-minute
breakthrough as "historic" and
urged the charter's approval.
"There is no excuse for Arab
Sunnis to boycott the vote now
that we have responded to all
their demands and suggestions,"
Talabani said at a nationally tele-

vised news conference.
He was followed by other
politicians who also hailed the
developnient.includingNarional
Assembly Speaker llajiin alI lassani, a Sunni; Vice President
Ghazi al-Yawer, a Sunni; former
Prime Minister Ayad Allawi,
a Shiite; and Abdul Aziz alllakiin, a Shiite who heads the
Iraqi United Alliance, the largest
coalition In parliament.
However, V) small Sunni-lccl
parties, including the National
Dialogue Council, criticized the
compromise and urged a "no"
vote Saturday. At least one Sunni
Arab party said it would urge its
followers to approve the charter.
The White I louse welcomed
the compromise as a positive
step, but cautioned that it would
likely do little to quell insurgent
violence.

Death of Syria's
minister unclear

tree world rc-spec ts Lebanese
democracy, and expects Syria
to honor thai democracy.''
Syrian President Bashar
\ssad. in an interview with
i NN before Kenaan sdeathwaa
By Donna Abu- Nasr
THE »S3:CIA1[D »«ESS
announced, rejected any possiDAMASCUS, Syria - Syria'-. bility thai Ilainasciis ordered
Hariri's assassination.
interior minister, who effective
l liis is against our principles
ry controlled lebannn for two
decades was found dead ill his and my principles, and I would
office yesterday, days before the never do such a thing in my
rdeaseofaU N.reportthatcould life toad said
toked whether it was possible
implicate high-rai iking officials
such a crime- could have taken
in the murder of Letanon's la
place
without his knowledge,
rner prime minister.
The Syrian government \ssad replied 'I wouldn't think
so As I said, if that happened.
called the death of Brig.
this is treason.
Gen. Ghazi Kenaan a
I le added thai if the
Suicide, but opponents
U.N. investigation proclaimed it could he a
duces
prool ol Syrian
murder to cover up topInvolvement, those
level involvement.
involved would be
The newsot kenaan s
charged with treason
death shocked Syrians
and could be handed
and the government
over 10an internationfelt compelled in stress
al conn
it would not affect the
KENAAN
Dennis Hoss a forcountry's political stamer U.S. Mideast
bility
Kenaan, who was Syria's mediator, said if the U.N. report
intelligence chief in Beirut for cloc-s point to Syrian involve20 years, was one of al least ment, it likely would revolve
seven Syrians rcccntlv qucs around Kenaan because of his
tioned by a u.v team inves- prominent position.
"I don't believe it was a suitigating the lei), i-i assassination of former I ebanese Prime cide,' lioss siicl.' I he timing is
extraordinarily coincidental, it
Minister li.itik Ilariri.
In Washington. Stale certainty would lookas it someDepartment spokesman VI,mi one- was nving to create the
i tab said Kenaan was a "central impression the person responfigure in Syria's occupation of sible for the Hariri murder] is
Lebanon tor many years'' but dead."
Kenaan. 63, committed suithat it was up to Syrian authorities to assess the circumstances cide- in his office, according to
the
official SAN \ news agenof his death.
When asked of the upcom- cy, the first to break the news
ing UN. report. President Hush — a sign ihui authorities In
said he did not wish to prejudge Damascus, who tightly control
it, but added it was "important the media, wanted it out
for Syria to understand the

Ghazi Kenaan found
dead yesterday,
reasons suspicious
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Mann and Honegger
preseason MAC picks

THURSDAY

Hi .MI basketball players
lit Honegger and Ali Mann,
juniors, have been named to
the Mid-AmericaH Conference
preseason all-league team.
Mann and Honegger were second-team MAC picks last year
as they helped the Falcons to a
23-8 record and a berth in the
NCAA tournament.
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WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL

BG passes
test after
five games
into year

(f)

RYAN
AUTULLO

Asst. Sports Editor

.Saturday will mark the midway
point Of the season for the BGSU
football team as they visit Buffalo
in a Mid-Americin Conference
match-up.
And after a slow start to the
year, the Falcons are making the
grade at mid-term time. Here's a
synopsis of what has transpired
thus far for BG, which improved
to 3-2 overall and 1 -1 in the MAC
with a 38-14 win over Ohio on
Saturday.
OFFENSE
Led by Heisman Award candidate Omar Jacobs, BG was supposed to have one of the most
feared offenses in the country
this season. And they certainly
have, lacobs, the reigning MAC
Offensive Player of the Year, has
completed more than 62 percent
of his passes for 1,813 yards and
19 touchdowns. In 201 passing
attempts, lacobs has thrown just
three interceptions The Falcons
are averaging 42 points and 486
yards per game and have already
played the toughest portion of
their schedule.
By the end of the season, lacobs
may be throwing to a pair of pass
catchers with 1,000 or more
receiving yards. Seniors Charles
Sharon and Steve Sanders have
been a phenomenal one-two
punch, wracking up 614 and 519
yards, respectively. Freshman
wide receiver, Corey Partridge,
has the look of a special player
and will soon be the focal point
of the offense.
The only disappointment on
the Falcon offense is the lack of
a consistent running game. R).
Pope, who rushed for more than
1,000 yards the previous two
seasons, suffered two sprained
ankles in a season-opening loss
at Wisconsin and has yet to fully
recover. Pope, when healthy, is
also a serious threat in the passing game.
Offense's grade at the break:
ADEFENSE
The Falcon defense doesn't get
a notice sent home only because
they have shown vast improvement over the last two games.
After giving up 56. 31 and 48
points in the first three games,
BG has allowed just 21 over the
last two. The Falcons were oversized in losses to Wisconsin and
Boise State but have dominated
opponents of similar stature.
The secondary has unquestionably been the strength of
the Falcon defense. Cornerback
Antonio Smith, a true freshman,
has returned both of his interceptions for touchdowns and
Jelani' Jordan has four interceptions—all in the last two games.
Deaudre Perry is a sure tackier
at the safety position and Terrill
Mayberry continues to improve.
The recurring problem for
BG's defense is its inability to
stop the run. Opponents rush for
222 yards a game and 4.8 yards
per carry.
Defense's grade at the break:
CSPECIAL TEAMS
Not counting missed field
goals, blocked punts and awful
kick coverage, BG has done
a stellar job in this area. The
Falcons' special teams have
been anything but special this
year. Joe Timchenko and Nate
Fry have combined to miss
four extra points and Fry, who
recently took over the duties full
time, represents the only two
touchbacks for the Falcons.
Special teams' grade at the
break: Incomplete

Jordan Flower BGNews

STANDING TALL: From left: Emily Manser, Kendra Halm and Meghan Mohr prepare for action last night against l-PFW. The Falcons improved to 10-8 overall with a three-game
victory over the Mastodons, who lost for just the third time this season. BG hit an outstanding .430, its best hitting percentage of the year.

BG beats I-PFW in three games
Falcons hit an
outstanding .430
for the match
By Jason A. Dixon
REPORTER

The disappointment of
2002 that gave way to the
frustration in 2003 which
became pure agony in
2004 finally manifested
itself into redemption for
the Bowling Green volleyball team last night at

Anderson Arena.
And the highlights came
in bunches for the Falcons,
ending a three-game losing streak to IndianaPurdue Fort Wayne with a
convincing 3-0 sweep.
"Maybe this is the year
to get all the monkey's
off my back," BG coach
Denise Van IJe Walle said
after the match. "Ball State
was a huge win and now
this... It's a great win.
"We really did play well

tonight," she added. "It
was a total team effort."
BG hit a season-high
.430 and the offensive
assault was led by senior
Ashlei Nofzinger, who
had a game-high 20 kills
along with a .655 hitting
percentage.
Chrissy Gothke poured
in 14 kills and 29 assists,
while splitting time at setter and right-side hitter.
Meghan Mohr chipped in
with eight kills.

The Mastodons (1431 only produced 41 kills
compared to 62, and were
held to a .161 hitting percentage. Fabiana Souza
led the team with 16 kills
and 11 digs.
IPFW coach Kelley
Hartley Mutton said her
team didn't respond to
the intensity displayed by
the Falcons.
"BG played awesome
and you could tell... They
started to win that match

in warm-ups," she said.
"They were fired up and
wanted us"
Over and over, IPFW had
the Falcons on the ropes in
game one and over and
over, die powerful arm of
Nofzinger kept BG alive.
After the Falcons
climbed back from a 19-14
deficit to pull even at 22,
IPFW surged ahead by two,
25-23. But Nofzinger lifted
the team with three of
her seven kills in the

MEN'S SOCCER

By Matt Deigtiton
REPORTER

Vlnce Eujiulo BGNews
THAT'S MINE: BG's Matt Yanick dribbles against a Northern Illinois
player Friday. The Falcons lost to NIU and Western Michigan.

The BGSU men's soccer team
couldn't get themselves on the
right foot in the Mid-American
Conference last weekend,
as Uiey were defeated 3-0 by
Northern Illinois on Friday and
3-2 by Western Michigan on
Sunday in their first two conference games of the 2005 season.
The Falcons hosted NIU,
the winners of four straight,
to open conference play as
the two evenly-matched MAC
opponents battled through
the cold drizzle at Mickey
Cochrane Stadium.
The silence of an uneventful first half was broken when
NIU's Jose Alvarado connected win Justin McGrane on a
throw-In, allowing the Huskies
to escape with a 1-0 advantage
at Ilalftiinc.
The Falcons could not find
an answer for McGrane and
Alvarado in the second half
either, as the duo prevailed on
Alvarado's free kick that was
eventually put in by McGrane
to give NIU a 2-0 lead.

BG was only able to get four
shots on goal in the match and
continued to put pressure on
die Huskies' defense, but could
not catch a break on the other
end of the field.
NIU took advantage of
another free kick and added
another score to their lead midway through the second half
as ftul Gabel sent a bullet past
BGSU's Paul Shoemaker to the
comer of the net, making the
score 3-0.
"It was a very even game,"
BG coach Fred Thompson said.
"Two free kicks and a throwin made the difference in the
game. Other than that, it was
anyone's game."
The Huskies are ranked
No. 22 in the country by the
National Soccer Coaches
Association of America.
The Falcons found themselves in an early two-goal deficit against Western Michigan.
WMU's Nashir Caraballi and
Tom (Mi ICY scored to give the
Broncos the early lead, but the
Falcons kept in the game with
strong defense and several
ambitious pursuits of the goal.
Just before intermission,
senior captain Dave Belfort
SOCCER,PAGE 6

Cleveland's Edwards resting after surgery
Status of rookie wide
receiver is uncertain
By Tom Withers
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BEBEA, Ohio — Braylon
Edwards is finally back at
home resting. His return to the

Cleveland Browns, however, is
still uncertain.
The rookie wide receiver
was released from the hospital
yesterday after a four-day stay
at the Cleveland Clinic following surgery to cut out an infection in his right arm. F.dwards
will miss Sunday's game at

Baltimore, and the first-round
draft pick may be sidelined
another month while recovering.
Edwards was operated on last
Saturday when doctors determined that a cut near his elbow
had become infected and
needed to be cleaned out. He

SWEEP. PAGE 6
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BG loses a pair
Falcons drop first
two MAC games on
the season

game, as BG outscored the
Mastodons 7-3 to provide
the final margin.
The Falcons took an
early 5-0 lead in game two,
and IPFW never recovered. BG hit .500 and held
the Mastodons to .054 to
capture a 30-18 victory.
• IPFW and BG went
back and forth in game
three, playing to a 9-9 tie.
However, the Falcons used

missed Cleveland's 20-10 win
over Chicago, and may sit out a
few more games.
"They did give us a window
of probability that he'll be back
in four to six weeks," said his
father, Stan Edwards. "But don't
INFECTION, PAGE 7

Ruggers
continue
dominance
of the MAC
BG sets up weekend
showdown with
Minnesota
By lames Kuper
GUEST REPORTER

There are at least three sure
things in this world: death,
taxes and BGSU rugby victories against Mid-American
Conference opponents.
In the final tune-up for
this week's match against
Minnesota, the Falcons easily dispatched MAC rival
Western Michigan, 53 -12,
while edging a tough Toledo
squad 35-17.
The victories gave BG a
boost in its effort to win its
25th straight MAC championship, while at the same time
semhg up this week's Midwest
pool match with Minnesota.
This week's victor will take
over the No 3 slot and get
home field advantage in the
first round of the Midwest
regional of the National
Collegiate Championship. The
home match starts at 1 p.m.
Saturday at College Park.
"V\te came out flat in both
matches and I got a sense that
the guys were saving something for Minnesota," BG
coach Roger Mazzarella said.
"That very nearly handed
Toledo a historic upset until
we decided to finally slip into
high gear in the second half.
In one sense, it's nice to know
that we can flip the momentum switch on and off so easiRUGBY. PAGE 7
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IPFW loses for
just third time

BG fourth best in the state

SWEEP, FROM PAGE 6

used a 5-0 run to take a 14-9
advantage and went on to outscore the Mastodons 16-15 to
end the match.
BG moved to 10-8 overall and
swept a team that put up 3-0
victories against Mid-American
Conference opponents Miami
and Eastern Michigan earlier
this season.
"IPFW has beat up on some
pretty big teams in the MAC,"
said senior Emily Manser, who
contributed six assists and 14
digs. "This was a huge win for
us."
BG's Stephanie Swiger said the
team had added incentive to play
well for the home crowd.
"It was an exciting match and
our crowd was engaged," she
said." We had so many people
here tonight. We were just glad
we could put on a good show."
Van De Walle said the team's
confidence grew after game one.
"It was a battle till the mid 20's
and that's normally where we
fall off," she said. Tonight, that's
where we made a huge push.
When we got game one... We felt
like we could battle this team.
"IPFW didn't come into the
match 14-2 for nothing, they are
a very good team," she added.
"Big night for us total team effort.
I think it sets the stage for us
to go into this weekend against
Central {Michigan) and Eastern
IMichiganl."

Falcons fall
behind, can't
come back

BylessicaAmelint
REPORrCR

After the All-Ohio cross country meet, it seems BGSU quarterback Omar lacobs isn't the
only Falcon with a peculiar
connection to the number
four. In the fourth meet of
the year, lamie Roflow placed
fourth individually while leading her team to none other
than a fourth place finish.
Mid-American Conference
opponent, Akron, won the
51st annual meet, which was
run Friday at Ohio Wesleyan.
Ohio State and Cincinnati
were the other two teams who
beat out the Falcons for the
top spots.
T think we were all disappointed," said BG's Kara
Butler, who finished 56th in
19:47. "We were looking to be
at least top three, and when
Cincinnati snuck by us, we
weren't as satisfied with our
races as we could have been."
Bridget Dalic, who placed
78th in 20:05, felt the same way
about the team missing third by
only 20 points.
"It was depressing to watch
the Bearcats of UC go up there
and collect their awards," she
said.
However, the Falcons also
acknowledged the many positives that can be taken from
finishing fourth in a field of 41

Neal Cropper BGNem
FOUR PLAY: Jamie Roflow finished fourth Saturday in the team's fourth
meet of the year and helped BG to a fourth-place finish.

teams.
"We know where we can
improve and we will get a
chance to race the teams that
beat us again." coach Cami
Wells said.
Roflow s finish (18:25) was
an obvious highlight for the
Falcons, as was fellow sophomore Stephanie Hillman's 19th
place finish in 19:10.
"I just wanted to score as
well as 1 could for the team,"

Opposites are attracting in Cincinnati

SOCCER, FROM PAGE 6

scored via an assist from Matt
Yanick to get the Falcons on the
board and re-energized, as they
escaped the first half down by
just one goal.
Shortly after the start of the
second half, WMU's Edgar Rivera
fed Dan Piccman to increase the
Broncos'lead to 3-1.
Oman Aldridge recorded his
fifth goal of the season late in the
game to cut the WMU lead to one
with little time remaining, but it
was too little too late.
"We dug a hole early, and simply did not have enough time to
climb out of it, Thompson said.
"Our guys played hard and
had some chances, but we just
don't have the experience to get
ourselves out of such a deficit
against a solid MAC team like
Western Michigan."
Aside from the weekend's
losses, Thompson believes his
team is in the mix with some
great teams in one of the top conferences in the country, which
produces two nationally-ranked
teams — No. 21 Buffalo and No.
1 Akron — each of whom the
Falcons will play this weekend on
the road.
The Falcons are the only team
in the MAC to have more underclassmen (12) than upperclassmen (seven).
"You have to consider that we
are playing some great teams
who are very experienced and
equipped for the college level."
Thompson said. "It will take some
time for us to be one of the better
ones, but we'll gel there."
BGSU will first travel to Buffalo
tomorrow and then to Akron two
days later.
"We have nothing more to
prepare for other than to focus
and play the way we know how
to play," Thompson said. "We've
beaten some favored teams in
the past, so now we have to show
everybody we can do it again."

Palmer and Johnson
connect on the field
but nowhere else
By Joe Kay
THE ASSOCIATCO PRESS

CINCINNATI — Carson Palmer
ignores the spotlight. Chad
lohnson can't live without It
Palmer doesn't care if he gets
credit for anything, lohnson
wants to make sure everyone
knows when he does something good.
The Heisman Trophywinning quarterback from
Southern Cal doesn't do much
more than point to the sky
when he throws a touchdown
pass. When he catches one, the

Pro Bowl receiver from Florida
performs carefully choreographed moves, hoping to
make the nightly highlights.
Opposites, indeed, but
they're getting closer all the
time.
The Cincinnati Bengals'
unlikely throw-and-catch tandem has developed into one
of the NFL's most dangerous
— and most intriguing — pairings. During a 23-20 loss in
Jacksonville last Sunday night,
the nation saw them at their
best and worst. They scored,
and they squabbled.
"We're married," Johnson
joked yesterday.
In Jacksonville, they looked
the part.

RUGBY. FROM PAGE 6

ly, but it is not a game of chicken
I 'd advise playing very often."
Despite the loss. Toledo captain Jeremy Mantei was very
upbeat about his club's performance.
"This was a good test for us,
and judging how close we kept
the first half, 1 'd say we aren't too
far off the mark," he said. "BG is
a great club and they represent
what we want to be."
Western
coach
Mike
Sanderson wasn't quite as
positive, saying his team "had
a ways to go" before reaching BG's level of play. Both he
and Mazzarella praised what
has come to be known as the
Falcons' "Murderers Row" —
flankers Clay Armbruster and
Tony Brown, and eight man
Rich Hines. Playing the equivalent of football's linebacker
position, at least one or all had
a hand in most of the Broncos'
offensive breakdowns.
"The three of them are the

quietest guys on the team,"
Mazzarella said. "You would
never guess that they fly
around the field like a bunch
of wrecking balls."
Working the first half like a
chess match, the Falcons used
fly half Mike Norton's and fullback Matt Mitchell's booming
punts to probe for weaknesses
in the Bronco backline. Once
exposed, the Falcons hammered the Western wings and
fullback by attacking the outside of their defense.
BG, which improved to 202-3 over the weekend, quickly built up a 17-0 lead as the
Broncos made feeble attempts
to chip away at the lead. Wing
leron Foust opened the scoring with a try off an intercepted
pass, while center Scon Wallace
added a second try sweeping
around the other end. Fly half
Mike Norton converted both
tries while adding a penalty
field goal.
In the second half, BG poured
in six more tries as the Western
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First, they teamed up on one to force the ball into double
of the Bengals' most impressive coverage. There's no point. All
plays of the season. Rolling to that does is create turnovers."
And. potentially, some hard
his right with a defender about
to level him, Palmer lofted a feelings that the two of them
14-yard touchdown pass to a talked out.
Tie understands that being
diving lohnson, who then gave
a premier player in this league,
the ball CI'R.
you're going to have to fight
Funny, for the moment.
lohnson wasn't amused through some stuff," Palmer
when he caught only one said. "He understands what
more pass the rest of the game his skill level has brought him.
because of double coverage. People aren't going to leave
At one point, he fussed at him one-on-one because he'll
Palmer on the sideline to get beat you. He understands that.
"On the flip side, he's an
him the ball.
"I feel for him," Palmer said emotional, demanding player.
yesterday. "I understand thai He wants to win. He wants the
he's competitive and wants the ball in his hands. He wears
ball. I tell him I'm trying to get the emotions on his sleeve
him the ball, but I'm not going sometimes."

Long scoring run closes the books on UT

/'HOUR PnSrwpTmSama. Buuuutntn^
TIRE SAVINGS^

Roflow said. "1 was surprised I
finished fourth since I was 16th
last year."
Hillman. however, wasn't as
satisfied with her individual
finish.
"I actually was a hit disappointed about my place because
I had hoped to be in the top 10,"
she said. "1 fell lhat I maybe
should have placed higher to
help out the team score more."
Following I lillman across die

finish line were Andrea Pollack
(27th, 19:20) and Kim Settle
(43rd, 19:34), both juniors.
Friday's rainy weather
made for slower times and
also some unexpected obstacles for the athletes.
"The course is hilly with
some tight turns, so this
made it somewhat difficult
for many runners," Dalic
said. "I was actually right
behind a girl that tumbled
down a hill because of the
slippery mud."
BG was second only
to Akron out of the MAC
schools at this meet, but
rival Toledo wasn't in attendance. The Falcons will face
the Rockets this weekend at
the Falcon Invitational with
renewed focus.
"We are using (the meet) as
motivation for the rest of the
year, and we especially are
focusing on beating Toledo
this weekend to show everyone how good we really are,"
Hillman said.
As for the rest of the season, the team will keep their
main goal of slicking together
In order to make a run at the
MAC championship.
"We simply have to close up
the gap behind lamie and get
our No. 2-5 runners in order
to compete with teams like
Toledo and Akron," Wells said.
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defense crumbled. BG's Ben
Fledderjohann ran over a pair
of defenders from the wing
position whfle Wallace finessed
his way through the Western
defense for a second try. They
were followed into the end zone
by hooker Ryan Honek. center
Zach Bene and Brown. Norton
added a try of his own as well,
landing three more conversions
in the victory
In the win over Toledo, BG's
Ian Gagnon punched in a pair
of tries while flankers Brian
Farrell and Chris Campbell
pitched center Zach Molnar
the ball to finish off a try that
started back on the Falcon 25yard line. The first half ended
with BG holding a slim 15 -12
lead.
The Falcons broke the game
open when Toledo, knocking

hard on the Falcon goal line,
fumbled the ball. The loose ball
was scooped up by BG lock and
captain Aaron Slates whb ran
100 yards down the sideline
for the try that left the Rockets
behind for good. Fly half Derek
lines converted as well as adding a penalty field goal.
The Falcons will now focus
on Minnesota — a match
that will determine BG's path
to the National Collegiate
Championship. It is only
the second match in history
between the two schools. The
first was a 7 - 3 victory by BG
over the National Champion
Gophers in 1973.
"We were the little school
that surprised a lot of people
back then," Mazzarella said.
"Little tougher to do that nowadays."

Origin of
infection
is still not
known
INFECTION. FROM PAGE 6

hold him to that. He's doing
much better, though. This could
have been much worse."
It was not known if Edwards,
the No. 3 overall pick in April's
draft, has a staph infection,
which could sideline him longer.
Stan Edwards was told that
the infection, which necessitated doctors making a long
incision along the back of his
son's right arm, had many of
the characteristics of staph, a
bacterial infection that enters
the body through an opening in
the skin and can lead to serious
health problems.
"The doctors said it had the
M.O. of staph, but so far the
cultures haven't grown to show
that," he said.
Browns tight end Kellen
Winslowlr.canrelateto Edwards'
health ordeal. Winslow, who is
out for the season after injuring
his knee in a motorcycle accident, recently battled a staph
infection that settled into the
joint of his right knee.
Winslow was restricted from
any physical activity and lost 30
pounds because of the infection,
which was treated with intravenous antibiotics for weeks.
"It's scary," Winslow said.
"Mine was real scary because
it was in the joint and that can
damage you for your whole
career."
Brownscoach Romeo Crennel
doesn't know how Edwards got
the infection, which the rookie
didn't bring to the attention of
the team's medical staff until
the team's walkthrough last
Saturday at Browns Stadium.
Crennel also is unsure when
he'll have Edwards back. The
worse the infection, the longer
he'll be sidelined.
"I think when you consider
the infection, you can put two
and two together," Crennel said.
"If it's a major infection, it could
take six to eight weeks. If it's a
minor infection, it could take
less. Until it's decided, you really
don't know."
In the past two years, the
Browns have had three players
— Edwards, Winslow and linebacker Ben Taylor — succumb
to infections.
The NFL is investigating
whether the Browns violated
league rules by not reporting
Edwards' injury until Sunday
morning. The league requires
teams to immediately notify
them if there is any change in a
player's status before a game. In
the past, teams have been fined
for failing to follow the rules.
Earlier this week, Crennel said
his understanding was that the
league's injury report ran only
from Wed nesday t h rough Friday.
Edwards wasn't admitted to the
hospital until Saturday, following the team's final practice
before facing the Bears.
"As I have found out, we were
supposed to let the NFL know as
soon as we found out," Crennel
said. "We did let the NFL know,
but there is some question about
whether it was soon enough or
not. They arc reviewing the incident, and they will make a ruling on it at some point."
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Voters get
electronic
upgrades
on Nov. 8
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By Man Clark
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When (he voting boothsln Wood
Count] opened for elections Ian
year, it was the same old story;
punch cards, Voters poked holes
in to the same voting device thai
was the locus of so much controversy in the 2000 presidential
election
Hut this time, voters are getting an upgrade, care ol the
president's Help America Von
Act When [he polls open on
Nov. 8, voters will experience
488 Diebold Election Systems
AccuVote-TSX electronic voting
machines, some concerns over
security and a slight learning
curve
Those submitting their vote
hi absentee ballot will also have
a new experiem e, .is the ballots
are now counted by an optical
scanning machine. Absentee
voters will now fill iii bubbles
corresponding to the correct
candidate oi issue choice
According
to
Deborah
Hazard, theWoodt ount) Hoard
Ol I lection's deputy director.
the new machines have many
advantages met the old punch
card systems.
"Now the voting system has to
be [Americans with Disabilities
Act| accessihle so we have headphones and keypads for blind
users, she said, "With the elrc
ironic voting it is not possible
to over vote. We obviously hail
to make a change to get in line
with IIAVA. In the long run it
will save Wood County taxpayers money."
The machines are also
equipped with voter-verifiable
paper audit trails to ensure that
votes are accurately recorded
and to serve as a backup in case

VOLUME TOO

Electronic
voting will
effectively
replace poll
punch card
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the electronic votes are lost.
Losing those electronic voles,

however, may turn out to be a
challenge Hie machine stoics
votes In two ways: On a drive
located inside the machine and
on a removable media card that
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CLARK

In-Focus Editor

Welcome back again readers! In
the third issue of our monthly
I n Focus, we will be focusing
on the local elect ions — the
candidates, the issues and the
wonderful world of electronic
voting.
It seems everything these
days is done electronically.
First it was the automated
teller machines, then pay at the
pump, then automated checkout at the grocery and now the
most important symbol of this
nation's freedom, the ballot,
will be cast electronically.
Even though I am very
familiar with computers, I
chose to pursue a career in
journalism because they are
too frustrating.
But, then again, the automated teller machines built
by Diebold. the company that
manufactures the new voting
machines, have never failed me.
But when 1 went to the Wood
County Board of Elections two
weeks ago to demo the new
system, my experience was less
satisfactory than expected.
It took the elections board's
deputy director, another staff
member and a Diebold technician approximately 30 minutes
to get the machine to work.
It was expected to perform
immediately.
Media reports of the system's
demonstrations have been
overwhelmingly positive and
numerous systems of this
nature have been used across
the country, but my experience
is worth noting.
If such a thing happened on
Election Day, would a voter get
left behind? I don't think so.
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Students vie
Greek leader wants ward
for city council
Heminger works with
BG students, residents
to gain understanding

University students on
ballot want to unite
collegians, locals
By Kara 1Ofingren
R
Bowling Green city council will
be holding elections Nov. 8, and
for two University students, this
means more than showing up
to the polling booth to cast their
votes.
Ashley llarlctt, a junior middle-childhood education major,
is running for the position of
first ward council member. On
the Republican ticket, she said
uniting Bowling tireen residents
with the students is one of her
main concerns.
"I think we need student
representation on city council
because we live in a college town
so it's important to get a difREPOR'

ferent opinion about issues that
involve students and make sure
they are not ignored," I laden
said.
The first ward's current council member, Sarah Tomashefski,
was a student at the University
for her first two terms on council and agrees that keeping the
community connected with the
students is essential.
"BGSU is a big part of the
Howling Green community, it is
what makes this such a great
place to live," Tomashefski said.
"Because of this, it is important
that someone who is connected
with the cares and concerns of
BGSU is on the city council."
Being an active part of the
community is very important to
llarlett so she thought Ward 1,
mostly made up of students, was
STUDENTS, PAGE 10

By Laren Weber
Cirr NiffS EDITOR

He's determined to move the
city forward.
By attending bi-monthly city
council meetings since I-ebruary,
Gordy Heminger, coordinator of
Greek Affairs, is trying to gain
an understanding of the issues
and concerns of Bowling Green
residents and students.
"To be on city council, I don't
think you can go to a couple of
city council meetings and get a
full grasp of what's going on and
what the issues are," Heminger
said. "I think I'm really prepared
and I have a good grasp of what
the issues are and what we need
to do to begin moving the first
ward forward."
Heminger is running against
Ashley Hariett, a junior at the
University, for the Ward 1 coun-

"I'm going to talk to
permanent residents, I'm
going to talk to students, and
make a decision that's in the
best interest of the first ward."

GORDY HEMINGER, CITY COUNCIL WARD 1 CANDIDATE

ctl seat that will be voted on this
November.
One issue Heminger wants to
tackle is the separation between
students and permanent residents.
"If we're ever going to be successful, people have to work
together and I think I'm best able
of the candidates running to sit
down in a room with students
and permanent residents and
help bridge that gap," Heminger
said.
Living on the comer of Frazee
and North Summit streets in
Ward 1, Dana Rodesky agrees
the needs of students and permanent residents differ sub-

FOR ALL THE NEWS VISIT VVWW.BGNEWS.COM

stantially.
A resident of the area for
almost 10 years, Rodesky has
watched the ward evolve from
a quiet place to a neighborhood
infested with students.
"These kids have no respect
for anybody," she said. "It's a big
playground for them."
Admitting she probably won't
vote in November, Rodesky
doesn't think a student can accurately represent Ward 1 because
they're part of the problem.
"They're too close to the
enemy," she said.
But Heminger, who owns a
home in Ward 1 and interacts
with University students dairy,

said he has the ability to understand both groups' concerns.
And that, he said, is what sets
him apart.
"I definitely understand what
it's like to be a student in 2005,"
he said. "I understand how the
permanent residents feel and I
understand what their concerns
are with students. I understand
what students concerns are with
some of the city policies."
But Heminger realizes people
won't always agree on issues
and policies.
"We're not always going to
see eye to eye," Heminger said.
"I'm going to talk to permanent
residents, I'm going to talk to
students and make a decision
that's in the best interest of the
first ward."
Heminger began his political
career nearly a decade ago at
age 18 as the youngest person
ever elected to Maumee City
Council where he served two
HEMINGER,PAGE 9
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Harlett hears student issues

By Stephanie Gulgou

Bowling Green residents north
of Wooster St. and Main St., stopYou may sit next to her in your ping before the Kreischer and
education class. You may have Harshman Residence Halls, she
played against her intramu- said. Ward 1 is unique because
ral tennis team, and
it consists of on-campus
you may wait in the
students and long-term
Wendy's line next to
residents in the Bowling
her at the Union. You
Green community.
may not notice her, but
Because she would
city council candidate
represent a diverse group
Ashley Harlett hears
of people, she said she is
you.
determined to develop a
The junior middlepositive rapport between
childhood
educastudents and long-term
ASHLEY
tion major believes
residents.
HARLETT
her greatest asset in
"There needs to be
CANDIDATE
the election to be the
a standing ground
Ward 1 City Council
between both of us."
Representative is that she is she said. "We should listen to
aware of students' needs.
what both have to say and decide
"I hear Istudents'l discus- where we want to go as a comsions," she said. "I know how it munity."
feels to be a student and not be
She plans to have an open
treated fairty."
meeting for students and longThe constituents she would term residents to hear each
be representing in Ward 1 are group's opinions on different
REPORTER

City polls changing
E-VOTING. FROM PAGE 8

is secured with a lock.
If one of the devices fails, the
other can send it the backedup information. The machines
have numerous other security
features, including state-ofthe-art encryption, battery
backups, other locks and voter
access cards.
The access cards ensure
each voter gets a clean ballot.
When the voter enters the polling location, an official will
supply him or her with a freshly-encoded access card that
allows for the ballot to be displayed on the screen, ensuring
no one is able to vote twice.
The access card allows for
shorterlinesatprecinctsaswell
— the electronic machines can
be used for either precinct at
polling locations which serve
more than one precinct.
"Before, the machines from
onej precinct would remain
empty while there was a line
for the other precinct. Now
they can use any machine they
want," Hazard said.
Bowling Green City Council
President B.J. Fischer, who
is not seeking re-election,
believes the transition to the
new machines will be successful, but is skeptical of the need
for them.
"The punch cards were
working fine here. There is
no error-proof system. Also, I
think we are moving toward
voting all by mail. There are
no polling places in Oregon,
and more and more people
are doing absentee ballots," he
said.
The new machines were
recently shown at senior centers around Wood County in
an effort to familiarize the
important voting group with
the new machines.
"We haven't had anybody
that after trying it out has said
they do not want to use it,"
Hazard said.
Digital Arts major Brien
Strancar, junior, also feels the
transition will work out.
"I think that we have a lot of
good, user-friendly technologies these days and I am sure
they have put forth their best
efforts to suit voters," he said.

Otherthan preparing forthe
use of the new machines, the
elections board has also been
busy preparing an updated
list of polling locations aimed
at ensuring a speedy vote and
becoming compliant with
new accessibility standards
laid out in HAVA.
"This summer we have tried
to combine precincts and have
14 fewer polling locations so
that there will be more precincts able to share," Hazard
said. "HAVA defines what a
handicap accessible facility is
like in more detail. I wish we
would have been more aware
of ADA in the past. We are
looking at it with fresh eyes
so that now they will be even
more accommodating."
The new precinct maps were
made available yesterday on
the elections board Web site,
www.co.wood.oh.us/boe/
The new system is available for demonstration at the
board of elections office located behind the county courthouse at 1 Courthouse Square,
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
The machine will also be
demonstrated throughout
the county. A demonstration
schedule is also available on
the Web site.
Contrary to popular belief,
the Nov. 8 election will not be
the first time electronic voting has been used in Wood
County.
In February of 1999, an electronic voting machine manufacturer donated systems to
be used for a special election
in the Northwood School
District.
Hazard said she saw fear
in the face of the elderly as
they entered the polling location, and was surprised when
she learned the results of an
exit poll conducted by the
machine's manufacturer.
"We did a survey of voters
and 98 percent of the people
that took the survey liked the
electronic voting and wanted
to use it again in the future,
95 of the 98 percent felt Wood
County should use county
tax dollars to purchase such
a system," she said, adding
that nearly every voter took
the survey.

problems like nuisance and littering, with a goal of coming to a
consensus. If she wins the race,
meetings like these will continue
after the election.
Harlett also wants to take a
common sense approach to the
city's occupancy laws — another
hot topic for off-campus student
residents and their landlords.
The current law states that only
three unrelated people may live
in a house together, she said. But
she Would like to see the limit
of people in the house be determined by the number of bedrooms provided.
Although she has made a decision about certain issues, she is
focused on standing for what her
future constituents want.
"I have my own opinion about
stuff," she said. "I don't think
it should be what I think, but
Ward 1 — the community and
students."
Matt Reger, chair of the BG

City Republican club and a
political mentor to Harlett, said
Harlett is listening to people to
find an effective way to get transportation from the University to
downtown.
Besides listening to her constituents, Harlett would need to
present their needs effectively
at the bimonthly city council
meetings.
Reger said she would give a
unique student perspective to
city council.
"Students have said for many
years that they've wanted a student on council," he said.
Because she is a student,
Harlett must juggle a busy
student's schedule while campaigning around campus and
researching the city laws in preparation for the election.
"She does a lot of things, but
she keeps her head together,"
Harlett's campaign manager
Danielle Winters said. "She's

still doing this thing wholeheartedly."
Harlett was the first person
Winters thought of when the city
council position opening was
announced because she is ambitious, outgoingand not easily discouraged, Winters said. Winters
also appreciates that I larlett has
worked in several philanthropic
groups like the Humane Society
and Big Brothers/Big Sisters.
Although she is not a political science major, Harlett has
stayed active in her passion
for politics through College
Republicans. She worked on the
Bum/Cheney campaign and is
on the Apartment Association on
campus.
But it's not based on
Republican or Democrat.
"It's not about who's right or
who's wrong." she said, "but
about feelings for this community and where they'd like to see
Bowling Green go in the future."

Electronic
voting packs
less punch
P0LLIN6, FROM PAGE 8

Even if the machines weren't
working at first, there will
always be absentee ballots and
other methods.
To tell you the truth, it is not
the machines themselves that I
am worried about, but who will
be using them.
Then are around 20.000 students in Bowling Green. It begs
the quest ion, who should be on
city council?
An examination of these
issues and profiles of candidates from wards one and two
are contained herein.
The coverage this month is
so in-depth that we had to cut
a story. Dear readers, for the
greatest story ever written on
the issue of zoning, tune your
little eyes to The BG News over
the next week and learn why it
is so important to stay on top of
the city's zoning decisions.

Ward 2 may see first student rep
"There is a house across from
me that is active with panics late
at night and many of my neighbors have a problem with the
noise," Zanfardino said. "I would
like to make proactive neighbor
BylacouehneRabe
agreements to organize outreach
REPORTER
for the residents to open comNo University student has ever munications with their college
represented Ward 2 on Bowling neighbors."
Green City Council.
Gilbert said to effectively make
The upcoming election might both residents and students
change that.
happy with sharing a neighborAshley Gilbert. Republican, hood, both groups have to tear
hopes to be the first student to
,
down communication
represent ward two. There
barriers to find a happy
have been six students on
medium.
city council but all have
"I understand that
represented the first ward.
the students and the
The second ward starts
residents don't see eye
east of Main Street and
to eye on many issues,"
south ofWooster Street.
Gilbert said. "This is
BJ. Fischer, president of
why getting the stucouncil, said because the
dents and the longASHLEY
second ward is made up
term residents togethGILBERT
of off-campus students
er so that both have a
CANDIDATE
and the first ward is made
voice is essential."
up of dorm students, it is
Gilbert said she
easier for students to get elected does side with residents on some
in the first ward.
issues because she sees the prob"Students in the dorms are lems they see.
easier to get involved and vote,"
"It bothers me as much as it
Fischer said.
should anyone with trash in my
The second ward is also unique yard and loud noises," Gilben said.
in that it is made up roughly
The most important issues
of half student population and Gilben feels students want
half permanent residents. The changed are the nuisance party
main issue surrounding these laws and the three person occutwo groups is noise, said can- pancy laws.
didate John Zanfardino, demo"Both need to be revisited,"
crat. Residents feel students are Gilben said.
too loud and council frequendy
The nuisance party law puts the
hears of these problems.
responsibility on the party-holder

Position controlled by
non-students may see
change this November

OCAGC

for their guests. If a party-goer pushing them out.
docs damage to property neigh"I low do we maintain the vilIxiring the party, the host of the lage feel and still have enough
parry is responsible. Zanfardino pa rkingforprogress?" Zanfardino
said the law is used in extreme said. "Where do you put more
cases and that it is mostly used parking when there is a need
for it?"
for noise issues.
Gilbert, who also believes in
"You should have a certain
amount of responsibility on who preserving Bowling Green's
attends your party." Zanfardino authentic look, does not have
said. "Having50 to 75 people is not easy answers for these quesan issue but you need to maintain tions. She said it is a case-by-case
decision for preservation versus
a responsible atmosphere"
The three-person occupancy progress.
law is set so that no more
Each candidate's
stance on these issues
than three unrelated peohas helped some voters
ple can live in one residecide whom to vote
dence. Gilbert said she
for. For others, it may he
does not understand why
a simple student versus
this law is just now beginresident decision, lohn
ning to be enforced.
Mura, councilman at
"It is not fair to surprislarge, said the best peringly start enforcing it on
son should be the one
people," Gilbert said. "1
I0HN
see the reasoning behind ZANFARDINO elected.
"Whether it is a stuit but with the high rent
CANDIDATE
dent or non-student,
prices it's not feasible to
(he best qualified
ask students to live in a
four-person residency with only should represent their citizens of
that ward," Mura said.
three people paying rent."
Fischer said it's most imporAnother major council decision
that has frustrated many citizens tant for people in ward two to elect
was the decision to knock down someone who will represent their
an old house to build a parking interests, whether it's a student or
lot behind the city library. More not. Fischer has worked with four
than 150 residents came to voice different students on council and
their opposition to the planning said they have all done a good job
representing die best interests of
commission.
Zanfardino said there will the city.
Both Zanfardino and Gilbert
always be issues between progress and preservation. He fears if said they hope to be balanced and
the city does not accommodate fair between the differences in resits businesses, it runs the risk of idents' and students' lifestyles.

of flag SJeo&S

Heminger running
HEMINGER. FROM PAGE 8

full terms.
While most politicians only
show their face a few months
before the election, Heminger
has taken steps to learn the
concerns of Ward 1 residents.
"I've been going door to door
and I've been talking to people
about the ideas they have,"
he said. "I think it's important
we rely on the people for their
opinions."
Kelly Vandervort, a Ward
1 resident, said she appreciates Heminger's willingness to
seek input from permanent
residents.
Heminger
mailed
Vandervort and other Ward 1
residents a questionnaire to
better understand their concerns and suggestions.
"He was at least looking for
input on what people were
interested in, so I thought that
was a good idea," she said.

"Otherwise, I don't know how
he would represent us if we
didn't tell him those things."
Currently, city council lacks
individuals like Heminger who
have such a close connection
to both students and permanent residents, said Aaron
Shumaker, University Student
Government president.
"I think the problem that
really plagues the community
and the campus is the fact
that we don't have anyone
right now to intertwine the
two," he said.
Representing the 17,300
undergraduates at the
University, Shumaker is
confident in Heminger's
ability unite students and
city residents.
"He's always willing to listen," he said. "It shows that he's
really sincere and he's genuine
in his efforts and his heart's in
the right place. He really wants
to better the community."

How should professors act? Do professors get paid enough?
What affect does tenure have on your education?
Teaching answers are coming. See next month's In Focus

STAY TUNED: An
in-depth feature on
zoning will appear this
week in The BG News

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Students run for council seats
STUDENTS. FROM PAGE 8
an appropriate path.
"I like to be a leader, 1 like to
represent students,'1 she said.
"I think having a student on
council would really show how
students live, work and what
their real needs are: I know I
could do a good job of bringing
those to the table."
Ashley Gilbert, a third year
business pre-law student, will
also run on the Republican
ticket, but her race will be for
the second ward council.
After getting involved in the
campus' College Republicans,
and supporting the Bush/
Cheney campaign, Gilbert
decided she was interested in
running for a seat on Bowling
Green's city council.
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"I think it is so important
for there to be students on the
council because about half
of the city is made up of students. Without the University,
Bowling Green wouldn't be as
great of a city as it is. And we
really need to concentrate on
the city/University relations."
John Zanfardino, the current
second ward council member and Gilbert's contender in
November, said it is "extremely" important for students to
get involved in the community. The more students that
are interested, even in a public
hearing, the more change that
can take place and the greater
the impact will be, even in a
small town like Bowling Green,
he said.
"(The election process] must

Help Wanted

Babysitter available. Experienced.
Reliable. Flexible schedule
Please Call 740-815-7099.

Attention! Due to recent expansion
of business, Now Hiring for 34
FT/PT positions. College students
welcome, all training provided. Bonuses. Paid Vacations, Incentives.
Call now for interview 419-354-2069

Personals

"iLSBrino Break Wetoilltl Low
Prices guaranteed. Book 11 people,
get 12th trip tree! Group discounts
'.in -www.SpnngBrcaKDISCOunts

JANITORIAL

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE!
5 Days From S2991 Includes Meals
Taxes, Entry To Exclusive MTVu
Events. Beach Parties With Celebnties As Seen On Real World. Road
Rules1 On Campus Reps Needed!
promocode: 31
www.SpnngBreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386

Get Paid To Drive a Brand New Car!
Now paying drivers S8O0-S3200 a
month. Pick up your tree car key today. www.freecarkey.com

1

•BARTENDING! up to $300/day No
exp. necessary Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

ACT NOW- SPRING BREAK 2006
Book Early and Save Lowest Prices
Hottest Destinations BOOK 15=2
FREE TRIPS OR CASH FREE
MEALS/ PARTIES BY 11/7 Highest
Commission. Best Travel Perks
www.sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710

Bowling Green Physical Therapy is
seeking a PT aquatics exercise instructor to teach classes midday.
Previous water exercise and fitness
background necessary. Please
contact Leah or Beth at 352-2228.

S600 Group Fundraiser Bonus
4 hours ot your group's time PLUS
our tree (yes, tree) tundraising programs EQUALS $1,000-53,000 in
earnings for your group. Call TODAY for up to $600 m bonuses
when you schedule your fundraiser
with CampusFundraiser Contact
CampusFundraiser. (868) 923-3238.
or visit yyww.campusfundraiser.com

Travel
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Services Ottered

Help Wanted

800 838-8202.

The Daily Crossword Fix

be a great experience for my
running-mate because I know
it's a great experience for me,"
Zanfardino said. "If there was
a student on the council, BGSU
students would have an inherent, active voice, but I feel that
in general, a good council
member should recognize that
they have two constituencies."
Gilbert said one of the greatest struggles within the second
ward is that long-term residents are unhappy living near
University students.
"Right nowthestudentsdon't
have much say in this matter
and they live here too," Gilbert
said. "What I want to do is bring
the students and long-term residents together so we can have
one strong voice."

Get paid to think
Make $75 taking on line surveys.
www.moneyauthor.com
Student Work
Immediate Openings
$l1.75base/appt.. flex, sched. cust
sales/ service, all ages 17 A older.
conditions apply. 419-861-6134.

Janitonal
Supervisors & Crew
Kellermeyer Building
Services, the nation's #1
cleaning source, is hiring
for an area Bowling Green
retailer. 3rd shift
openings Competitive pay +
benefits. Call
1-8O0-537-1376 Ext 498 4
leave message to apply.
EOE www.kbs-clean.com

The Fort Meigs YMCA is now hiring
preschool gymnastics instructors at
our Perrysburg location.
Must have experience in gymnastics
or early childhood education.
If interested please send a resume
to bbockert@ymcatoledo.org or stop
by 13415 Eckel Junction Rd. and fill
out an application

For Sale

7 FULL-TIME & 6 PART-TIME 1 yr.
positions avail, in Wood Cty..
starting Immediately

Electric keyboard Piano with stand
and antique Stool
$100,419-354-6117.

call 419-372-9625.

1
5
9
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
28
31
33
37
39
40
41
42
44

First person?
Cain's victim
Profound depth
Sandwich shoppe
Caronfilm of 1953
Elk relative
Pelvic pieces
Romance lang.
Parson's house
Start of Evan Esar quip
Gary of-Apollo 13"
TV component
Wind dir.
WWII landing craft
Eagles' nests
Jelly choice
Part 2 of quip
Costa _
Schnozz
Wind indicator
Part 3 of quip
Binge

45
46
48
49
51
56
59
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

Loud firecracker
Buttress
Before, before
Shout of pain
Works out
End of quip
Farewell, Yves
Aspect
Singing voice
Soft hat
Salty droplet
Siamese statement
Appears
Shade trees
Some vipers

KAPLAN
M..
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Mine entrances
City on the Jumna
UFO crew member
Home of the Heat
Skirt styles
Anchor chain attachment
NFL kicker Jason
Spring bloomer
Current measuring
device
Long fluffy scarves
Over there, briefly
36
Sound of a slow leak
Comprehend
38
Wight or Skye
40
Very venomous snake 43
Indian instrument
44
River of Rouen
47
First name in cosmet- 50
ics
52
Wee
53
Condescend
54
Letters on an invitation 55
Grouse
56
Stair piece
57
Sharp
58
59
60

Madonna hit,"
Don't Preach"
Two squared
Early sin city
Qualifications tests
Predicament
Basketry matenals
Haste result
Camel cousin
Landscape dips
Bar legally
Puts away
Abound
German port
Coated cheese
Tummy muscles
Ruby of "Raisin in
the Sun61 Indignation
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THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MID SCHOOL?
(ALL Till WORLD LI ADIR IN TI ST I'RIP
GMAT

GRE

MCAT

1-800-KAP-TEST

LSAT

DAT

NCLEX

KAPLAN

www.KAnT.ST.COM

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

"$199.00 Mo., 926 E. Wooster.
Rooms plus 1 • 6 Bdrm Houses All
next to campus, & Avail. NOW. Call
419-3530325 9am-9pm. Also 2nd.
Sem. 1 ,2. A 4 Bdrm apis *rooms
Low as $199 per month.

812 3rd St Close to BGSU,
newly painted. 3 BR. 1 Bath.
privacy fenced in bk yard,
$840/ mo *dep. you pay utii.
Call Mary 419-474-7775
3 and 4 bedroom house and
apartment available now.

Copper Beech Subleaser Wanted
Jan. 06. Spacious 1 bdrm. Free
Internet/Cable 740-815-7099.

(Only)Buckeye Studlos<2 yra .old)
Student Housing Available for 2005
Monthly, Semester & Year Long
Leases. Fully Furnished, includes all
utilities & 25" TV.As low as
$d25/mo. Call 419-352-1520.

419-353-8206.
Subleaser needed for efficiency
apartment at 451 Thirstin Ave.
Close to campus. $395/ mo and
furnished.
Call Michelle at 419-261-5609

Subleaser Wanted. Beautiful, clean.
spacious 1 bdrm. apt. $395/mo. +
elec. 1 mile from campus. Brand
new kitchen. D/W & bathroom. Big
enough for 2 students, ideal (or I.
Recommended for upperelassmen,
grads. & young professionals. Avail.
Dec. 15. December rent is free,
email mscanlo@bgnet.bgsu.edu'

P Planned Parenthood'
of Northwest Ohio, Inc.

The Office of Residence Life

CANCUN. ACAPULCO. JAMAICA
From $499! Travel With America's
Largest & Ethics Award Winning
Spring Break Company' Fly Scheduled Airlines. Free Meals, Drinks.
Biggest Celebrity Parties! On-Campus Marketing Reps Needed!
promocode. 31
www.SpnngBreakTravel.com

1-800-678-6386

the following Resident Advisors and SMART Mentors
for achieving Dean's List Spring 2005.

Spring Break 2006. Travel with
STS. America's #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica. Cancun. Acapulca, Bahamas and Florida Now
Hiring on-campus reps. Call tor
group discounts Information/
Reservations 1 -800-648-4849 or
fiQffl

Collin Adams

%irn;ri 3

709 5th Street^
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HIRING for full time, part time

1

imide S outside sales

IN HH ASH (MM!) Hefmn: (1:00). 4:00.7:00,

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A

•RESUMES ONLY*
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Shuttle stop across the street
S500/month Full Year Lease
for Rental Information:
Contact Jack at

Drop off at store.

I-800-829-8638

107 S. Moin St Bowling Green

or Steve at
(419)352-1150

or lax to (419)715-5111
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Relationship Issues?
Adjusting to college life?
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1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $475!
On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance

Pecan Chicken

• Patio
• Spacious kitchen

c7 Mashed Potatoes, Gravy, Coleslaw,
Venerable and Cornrread Shifting.

• Pets welcome!

♦ From 4 pm unfit 9 pm *

FREE HEAT
WUtSniSOUAM
AMUIMUm

-H

419J5J-2277
In Downtown Bowling Green

N

t

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
Smoking & Non-Smoking
Dining Rooms

Allies in Mental Hearth, LLC
130S.M«nStSuK*2l8 BowtingGcwn
419.354.AIMH (24641

419-353-7715 tH*

Mario Baker
Brianne Barhite
Niggist Belete
Tiggist Belete
Joe Bell
Jamie Bell
Martie Bennett
Bridgette Benson
Kristen Boeshart
Stephanie Boyle
Justin Breidenbach
Jennifer Brewer
Kristine Brown
Maria Brown
Chris Bruck
Adam Carroll
David Chapdelaine
Gabrielle Chauoustie
Anthony Colarusso
Shai Collier
Adrianne Croley
Maura David
Aiesha Davis
Sarah Davis
Bethany Dewese
James Ditmer
Leah Domer
Jeremy DuBois
Kristin Edwards
Conduce Ervin
Chris Patica
Latrice Flanagan

Gina Graham
Jordan Grant
Patrick Grayshaw
Stephanie Guigou
Melissa Haas
Jennifer Heighton
Hector Hernandez
Justin Hicks
Andrew Honnert
Erin Hunberman
Jeremiah Jacks
Curtis Knight
Megan Kolhoff
John Leciejewski
Allison Lee
David Leeds
Lindsey Linder
Markesha Little
Marelya Mares
Remika Marshall
TylerMartin
Magen Massey
Zach Maynard
London McCarroll
Amy Meister
Jason Mellen
Nicole Messmore
Claire Metcalf
Matt Milosovic
Marissa Mizer
Josh Mocek
Jennifer Morgan
Sean Morrissey

Adam Murphy
Amponsah Nkansah
Melissa Nowak
Danielle Page
Alexander Pal
Jennifer Pitts
Ann Poulton
Christine Price
Pavan Purswani
Scott Richter
Jonathan Rinkinen
Dory Rousos
Andrew Schetter
Brandon Schroeder
Christie Slauterbeck
James Sowers
Dan Stypa
Emily Sutherland
Sharon Szafranski
Ted Troyer
Amanda Tucker
Sarah Turley
Car'a Turner
Dan Vandersommers
Scoti Voss
Andrea Watson
Kathleen Weber
Rebecca Weichel
Christina Weitzel
Martel White
Scott Williams
Rikki Wise
Kathleen Woerner

